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KARACHI: Pakistan Tehreek-i-Insaf president Imran Khan said that he was glad to
announce of the initiation of the probe against those who violated the country's

constitution and the court orders.â�� According to Khan, the so-called probe should
also be launched against judiciary and other government authorities. He added that

the government of Pakistan would be held accountable if any rigging takes place
during the upcoming elections. The PTI chief said that once the government ends its
rigging and decides to hold the elections on time, then it would immediately come
out with its findings about all those who violated the law. He further claimed that

the people of Pakistan, who are living under the oppression, would get justice by the
end of his tenure. Khan called upon the government to stop using the forced Taseer-
led amendments to the Anti-Terrorism Act 2009, the Unlawful Activities Prevention

Act, and the Prevention of Electronic Crimes Act and to re-interpret the same
accordingly, so that no section is interpreted as a threat to democracy. Khan said

that since the inception of the country, the people of Pakistan had been denied the
right to free and fair elections, which was guaranteed in the Constitution. He said

that this right had been taken away from them because some powerful forces
desired this as their hold to remain in power. This is one reason why both Aitzaz and

Imran have been left behind in a land of x-ray for quite a while, he said, also
alluding to his alleged healing powers and other such farcical claims. Khan says in
announcement: "I am also glad to announce the launch of the probe against those
who violated the country's constitution and the court orders, but we should also
initiate a probe against the judiciary and other government authorities who have

always violated the law and the court's decisions." --JIHAD JIHAD JIHAD-- The
following are excerpts of speeches and articles by Imran in 2018: May 11, 2018
Here are the excerpts of Imran's speech at Jinnah Garden, Karachi: It was the

demands of the masses of the nation that brought me to Pakistan. We are at war
with those who believe in non-violence as a policy. The history of our nation has
been subject to bloodshed. I am not the only one who has asked for the birth of

Pakistan, but even in 1941, the Pakistan Movement was
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